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Abstract. This paper presents a method of unsupervised word sense
discrimination that augments co–occurrence feature vectors derived from
raw untagged corpora with information from the glosses found in a machine readable dictionary. Each content word that occurs in the context
of a target word to be discriminated is represented by a co-occurrence
feature vector. Each of these vectors is augmented with the content words
that occur in the glosses of the diﬀerent possible meanings of the word it
represents. Then these vectors are averaged to create a vector that represents that context of the target word. Discrimination is carried out by
clustering all of the vectors associated with the contexts in which the target word occurs. We show via an evaluation with the Senseval-2, line,
hard and serve corpora that feature vectors augmented with gloss information from WordNet signiﬁcantly improve discrimination performance
when limited data is available.
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Introduction

Word sense discrimination is the task of grouping multiple occurrences of a
given target word into clusters, where each cluster represents a distinct meaning
or sense of that word (e.g., [PB97], [Sch98], [PP04]). Approaches to this problem
rely on the notion that words that are used in similar contexts will have the same
or a closely related meaning [MC91]. Note that this is not the same as word sense
disambiguation, in that there are no sense tags attached to the clusters. Rather
instances of a word that occur in similar contexts are grouped together.
We take a context vector approach to sense discrimination. Each context in
which a target word occurs in a set of test data is represented by a vector, which
is in turn the average of a set of feature vectors that represent each word that
occurs in that context. Each feature vector represents the co–occurrence behavior
of a word and is derived from a separate corpus of training data. Note that both
the training and test data are simply raw text, and the process is completely
unsupervised. This paper describes recent enhancements to this approach, where
we augment feature vectors with words derived from dictionary glosses.
The motivation for our approach is to improve discrimination accuracy when
only limited amounts of corpora are available. For example, in certain specialized
domains or minority languages dictionaries may be available, but the amount

of online corpora might be rather small. Our approach oﬀers a way to exploit
unsupervised techniques using modestly sized corpora.
This paper begins with a discussion of context vector sense discrimination in
general, and then presents our method of enhancing this process with dictionary
glosses. We describe an evaluation with the Senseval-2, line, hard, and serve
corpora, and then conclude with a discussion of future work.
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Context Vector Sense Discrimination

We have developed a method of context vector sense discrimination (e.g., [Pur03],
[PP04]) that originally followed from [Sch98], and is related to Latent Semantic
Indexing [DDF+ 90] and Latent Semantic Analysis [LFL98]. The object of the
algorithm is to take a set of instances of a particular target word, and cluster
them such that instances with similar or related meanings of that target word
are grouped together.
Discrimination starts by building a co–occurrence matrix of words from a
training corpus. This may be a collection of 2-3 sentence instances, each of which
contain a particular target word, or it may be a more general resource such as
the Wall Street Journal or the British National Corpus. In the latter case the
target word may occur in that corpus, although that is not strictly necessary.
The rows and columns of the co–occurrence matrix represent words, and the
cells in the matrix indicate if those words co–occur in the training data. The
words on the rows and columns are selected from the training corpus based on
a combination of frequency cutoﬀs and measures of association. Each cell in
this matrix contains a binary value indicating if the pair of words co–occur (or
not). We adopt the convention that two words that occur within ﬁve positions
of each other (i.e., with up to three words between them) are co–occurrences.
Each row of the resulting matrix serves as a feature vector showing the co–
occurrence behavior of the associated word. As the co–occurrence matrices are
usually very large and sparse, the dimensionality reduction techniques such as
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) are often employed. SVD converts a word
level feature space into a concept level semantic space and thus addresses both
the problems of polysemy (using same word with diﬀerent meanings) and synonymy (using multiple words to describe the same concept) (e.g., [DDF+ 90],
[BDO95], [BDS95]).
Once the word co–occurrence matrix is ready, the attention then shifts to a
separate set of test data, which consists of the instances of a given target word
that are to be discriminated. For each instance in the test data, the content words
are represented by their associated feature vectors taken from the co–occurrence
matrix. All of the feature vectors associated with the words in the context of the
test instance are averaged to create a single vector that represents that context.
Thus, a set of test data that consists of multiple instances is converted into a
set of context vectors, each of which represents an instance of the target word.
Discrimination actually takes place by clustering the context vectors using
a partitional or agglomerative algorithm (e.g., [JMF99], [JD88], [ZK02]). The

resulting clusters are made up of instances that are used in similar contexts, and
the presumption is that each cluster will represent a diﬀerent meaning of the
target word.
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Gloss Augmented Feature Vectors

The context vector word sense discrimination algorithm requires a large amount
of training corpora to learn the co–occurrence behavior of words. This method
therefore does not perform very well if the available corpus is too small to study
this behavior. The feature vectors generated using a small corpus are represented
in a very small dimensional vector space (of few hundred dimensions) that does
not completely describe the word co–occurrence patterns as seen in natural language text. This results into very sparse context vectors that, in turn, do not
accurately capture the meaning of these contexts. In order to address this problem while dealing with a small corpus, we augment the feature vector of each
word with the content words that occur in the glosses of the various senses of
that word. The intuition here is that, with each word there is an associated set
of words that strike either because these words heavily co–occur with that word
in the text or because they are seen in its dictionary deﬁnition.
In our experiments we utilize WordNet 2.0 as the source of our glosses, but
any machine readable dictionary would suﬃce. We scan the co–occurrence matrix, and for each word represented by a row we look up all the senses in WordNet in which that word can be used. Then we take the content words from the
glosses of those senses and include them in the feature vector for that word. If a
word in the co–occurrence matrix does not appear in WordNet then there is no
augmentation.
For example, suppose that the feature vector (i.e., the corresponding row
in the co–occurrence matrix) of history has non-zero entries associated with
the words arts, world, museum, books, and education. Suppose that the various
dictionary glosses of history include the words century, record, past, events, time,
arts, discipline and world. The feature vector associated with history would be
augmented with those words from the gloss that are not already present, resulting
in : arts, world, museum, books, education, century, record, past, events, time and
discipline.
Since many words have multiple senses, this can lead to a signiﬁcant augmentation to a feature vector. This can also have the eﬀect of greatly expanding
the size of the co–occurrence matrix (if there are words in the dictionary glosses
that were not observed in the training data), so after gloss augmentation we employ Singular Value Decomposition [BDO+ 93] to reduce the feature space, and
thereby smooth out the many zero valued entries. We use a reduction factor of
50, which means that the dimensions (the columns) in the co–occurrence matrix
are reduced down to 2% of their original number.
Then, the context of each test instance is represented by averaging the feature
vectors of all the words that appear in the context. In these experiments the
context vectors are clustered using the Unweighted Pair Group Method with

Arithmetic mean (UPGMA), which is an agglomerative algorithm [Kar02]. The
clusters of instances that are discovered are contextually more similar and hence
are more likely to be semantically related.
To evaluate our results, we use manually assigned sense tags (if available)
in the test data. We assign each cluster to the sense with which it shares the
most instances. Each cluster can be assigned at most one sense. We measure
precision and recall, where precision is the number of instances correctly clustered among the total number of instances clustered. Recall is the number of
instances correctly clustered divided by the total number of instances available.
The harmonic mean of these values, the F-measure, is used to summarize these
results.
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Experimental Methodology

Seventy–ﬁve discrimination experiments were carried out, using 72 words from
the Senseval-2 corpus, and the line, hard and serve corpora.1 The words and
their corresponding parts of speech are shown in Table 1. Note that each word
is used in only one part of speech: noun, verb, or adjective. In all of this data,
each instance is two or three sentences long, and contains a single usage of a
given target word. Note that each target word is treated separately, and that at
no time do we mix data from multiple target words.
The Senseval-2 data has an existing division into test and training portions
that we utilize. The training data contains 8,609 instances, while the test data
includes 4,327 instances. However, on a word by word basis this data is relatively
small. Each word has approximately 50 to 200 training and test instances. This
is particularly challenging for unsupervised techniques since many of the target
words have a large number of ﬁne grained senses, generally from 8 to 12. The
limited amount of data combined with so many possible senses leads to some
senses that have small numbers of associated instances. As a result, we ﬁlter
out any sense that constitutes less than 5% of the available senses in the training data and also in the test data. This reduced the number of possible senses
to approximately 4 to 7 in the most typical cases, which is still a challenging
number.
By contrast, the line, hard, and serve data is much larger, each with approximately 4,200 instances. The number of possible senses is smaller, where line has
6, hard has 3 and serve has 4. Each sense is well represented in the data, so
no ﬁltering is performed. This data does not have a standard test and training
split, so we randomly divided each corpus into an 60-40 training-test split. This
results in approximately 2,520 training instances and 1,680 test instances per
word.
In our experiments, we always identify 10 clusters regardless of the number of senses associated the target word. This reﬂects the fact that we do not
know a–priori how many senses a word will have, since we ignore the sense tags
1

The Senseval-2 data contains 73 words, but one of them (ferret) consists of three
instances and was omitted from this study.

present in the data we are using until evaluation. In addition, it allows us to
test the hypothesis that a good clustering approach will automatically discover
approximately the same number of clusters as there are senses, and that the
extra clusters (10–#senses) will contain very few instances.
word
art.n
begin.v
call.v
channel.n
circuit.n
cool.a
develop.v
drift.v
face.v
fatigue.n
ﬁne.a
graceful.a
hearth.n
lady.n
local.a
mouth.n
nature.n
post.n
restraint.n
serve.v
spade.n
train.v
use.v
wash.v
line.n
Table 1.
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F-nogl F-gl word
F-nogl F-gl word
F-nogl F-gl
40.00 50.95 authority.n 49.70 40.00 bar.n
54.39 50.44
32.43 45.00 bum.n
60.32 36.36
49.69 59.88 blind.a
44.74 40.97 chair.n
48.00 71.03
35.44 37.11 carry.v
56.86 50.91 church.n
41.76 54.37
45.16 32.81 child.n
42.46 34.24 collaborate.v 40.00 59.09 colourless.a 56.00 58.62
44.15 65.31 detention.n 62.22 42.55
31.32 35.56 day.n
41.86 52.38 dress.v
37.89 37.50
34.55 39.64 draw.v
45.61 54.54 dyke.n
48.78 60.00
39.29 46.43 drive.v
43.90 46.00 faithful.a
42.42 42.42
41.79 77.01 facility.n
33.90 46.58 ﬁnd.v
30.23 41.86
49.18 64.79 feeling.n
40.91 40.91 free.a
45.61 47.79
41.51 48.21 ﬁt.a
56.21 55.07 grip.n
41.46 53.33
38.89 38.89 green.a
37.74 44.89 keep.v
35.82 67.50
57.70 44.90 holiday.n
50.98 39.60 live.v
36.36 31.77
37.34 54.54 leave.v
41.27 52.94 material.n 38.71 41.60
44.07 41.94 match.v
59.26 76.67 natural.a
33.07 34.78
33.71 39.21 nation.n
40.00 54.55 play.v
48.72 37.33
36.84 33.73 oblique.a
45.28 44.44 replace.v
38.24 52.38
47.70 39.39 pull.v
33.34 34.70 sense.n
32.19 39.08
40.54 35.90 see.v
33.96 47.06 solemn.a
25.00 47.06
50.64 45.98 simple.a
42.86 36.07 strike.v
37.50 40.62
44.90 48.14 stress.n
47.76 47.37 turn.v
40.00 34.62
41.13 41.13 treat.v
5.56 5.56 wander.v
30.13 56.41
31.20 62.12 vital.a
39.21 49.18 yew.n
56.41 68.19
66.67 60.00 work.v
43.13 43.04 hard.a
67.25 67.09 serve.v
38.54 36.60
F–measures with (F-gl) and without (F-nogl) gloss augmentation

Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the F–measure of word sense discrimination attained for each
word, with (F-gl) and without (F-nogl) gloss augmentation. Entries in bold type
show the experiments where gloss augmented feature vectors resulted in signiﬁcantly better performance than using feature vectors derived strictly from
training data.
Out of the 72 Senseval-2 words, a total of 43 showed improved F-measures
using gloss augmented feature vectors. There were seven words that showed no
signiﬁcant change. In addition, all of these 43 words also showed improved recall

when using gloss augmented feature vectors, which shows that the number of
instances correctly clustered was increased due to the use of the gloss augmentation.
A further analysis showed that not all of these 43 words showed a similar
increase in their precision, which further indicates that the gloss augmentation
not only increased the number of instances correctly clustered but also increased
the total number of instances attempted by the algorithm. This is because the
rise in the total number of instances correctly clustered was accompanied by a
rise in the total number of instances attempted, resulting in relatively steady
precision.
Our hypothesis is that the sparsity in the feature vectors without gloss augmentation left large number of instances unclustered due to very low levels of
similarity with any of the other instances. We believe that gloss augmentation
increases the likelihood of discriminating instances that have a very distinct set
of features that may not be shared by other instances. Thus, the gloss augmentation allowed for a certain amount of standardization in the feature vectors,
which raised the number of instances that were successfully clustered.
However, the results for line, hard and serve do not show any clear improvement when using gloss augmented feature vectors. We believe that this is due to
the fact that most of the words that occur in the dictionary glosses of these words
have already occurred in these larger samples of training data, so the gloss information is essentially redundant. Thus, we believe that gloss augmented feature
vectors are particularly useful for situations where unsupervised discrimination
must be performed using smaller samples of training data.
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Future Directions

Our next round of experiments will compare the discrimination results attained
by gloss augmented feature vectors with feature vectors derived from very large
corpora such as the British National Corpus. In the latter case the feature vectors
for each word will represent general co–occurrence behavior, and will not be
speciﬁc to particular target words as they were in this paper. This experiment
will allow us to test the hypothesis that relatively small amounts of focused
corpora, when augmented with dictionary gloss content, are more eﬀective for
discrimination than more generic word vectors from very large corpora.
In certain circumstances it is possible to create very large corpora from the
Web for certain words in major languages. However, the quality of such data may
be unpredictable, and there could be a signiﬁcant amount of noise. In order to
test this hypothesis, we will use the Web as a source of training data for selecting
features and constructing feature vectors. We will then compare the performance
of Web derived feature vectors with those augmented with dictionary glosses.
We believe that smaller amounts of higher quality corpora may be more useful
in certain circumstances, so we will continue to explore methods of augmenting
such data with data from other resources so as to improve word sense discrim-

ination. In addition to dictionary glosses, we also plan to incorporate classes of
words that are discovered via other unsupervised techniques (e.g., [PL02]).
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Conclusion

There may be situations when an unsupervised learning approach to word sense
discrimination does not have suﬃcient training data from which to learn a truly
discriminating set of features. In such situations, if an external resource such
as a machine readable dictionary is available, we have shown that augmenting
the feature vectors of words in a co–occurrence matrix with words that occur in
dictionary glosses results in improved discrimination performance.
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